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Compulocks MACBOOK PRO 16-INCH M1 T-SLOT LOCK ADAPTER

Brand : Compulocks Product code: MBPR16LDG02

Product name : MACBOOK PRO 16-INCH M1 T-SLOT
LOCK ADAPTER

- Patented Cutting-Edge MacBook Locking Security Solution
- Low Profile adapter compatible with Standard T-Bar Cable Locks
- Easy & Quick Installation
- Available for all MacBook models
Ledge adapter, MacBook Pro M1 (16-inch, 2021) A2485, A2485

Compulocks MACBOOK PRO 16-INCH M1 T-SLOT LOCK ADAPTER:

The proprietary design does not require any adhesive or alteration to the body of the MacBook to attach
this custom Ledge Lock.

The slim design of this extremely secure lock slot adapter integrates seamlessly with MacBook’s
minimalist appeal and is ultra-lightweight at less than 0.1lb so it adds minimal bulk and allowing for the
MacBook to fit in a sleeve or bag.

MacBook Ledge Includes:
- Ledge Lock Slot Adapter
- Installation Hardware Kit
Compulocks MACBOOK PRO 16-INCH M1 T-SLOT LOCK ADAPTER. Product colour: Silver, Best uses:
Notebook, Lock type: Latch. Quantity per pack: 1 pc(s). Compatibility: MacBook Pro M1 (16-inch, 2021)
A2485, A2485

Features

Product colour * Silver
Best uses * Notebook
Lock type * Latch
Easy to install

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Other features

Compatibility MacBook Pro M1 (16-inch, 2021)
A2485, A2485
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